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Storm Front Audio Book  Written By Jim Butcher  Narrated By James Marsters (Spike from Buffy

The Vampire Slayer & Angel) My name is Harry Blackstone Copperfield Dresden. Conjure by it at

your own risk. I'm a wizard. I work out of an office in midtown Chicago. As far as I know, I'm the only

openly practicing professional wizard in the country. You can find me in the yellow pages, under

Wizards. Believe it or not, I'm the only one there.  My ad looks like this:  HARRY

DRESDEN--WIZARD Lost Items Found. Paranormal Investigations. Consulting. Advice.

Reasonable Rates.  No Love Potions, Endless Purses, Parties or Other Entertainment  With rent

past due and a decent meal becoming an issue of some importance, Harry needs work, and soon.

A call from a distraught wife, and another from Lt Murphy of the Chicago PD Special Investigation

Unit makes Harry believe things are looking up, but they are about to get worse, much worse.

Someone is harnessing immense supernatural forces to commit a series of grisly murders.

Someone has violated the first law of magic: Thou Shalt Not Kill. Tracking that someone takes Harry

into the dangerous underbelly of Chicago, from mobsters to vampires, while he himself is under

suspicion of the crimes. One thing is certain, if he can't stop whoever is on this killing spree, Harry

will be the next victim. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This is the first volume in a recent series that has a bit of an unusual premise. Harry Dresden, the

'anti-hero' of the book is a detective who is also a licensed wizard. Unlike Randall Garrett's Lord



Darcy, however, Harry is more of a gumshoe than an aesthete. He's like a combination of Phillip

Marlowe and Glen Cook's Garrett, P.I. Think of him as a magic wand with an attitude. A thirty pound

cat with half a tail and an oversexed skull in his basement don't help his image either. He makes a

thin living finding the lost and helping the police, despite being the only wizard listed in the Chicago

Yellow Pages.Dresden, broke as usual, answers a police call for assistance, and discovers a

gruesome double murder. The two victims, caught in flagrante delicto, have had their hearts blown

out through their rib cages. Detective Karrin Murphy wants answers fast, but Crime boss Johnny

Marcone wants Dresden out of the case. Dresden's other case is searching for a missing husband

who seems to have had an unhealthy interest in magic. And the last complication is the White

Council, who think that Harry Dresden just might be dipping a little to far into the black magic side,

and intend to flatten him if there is any further hint of magic abuse.Harry is a bit of a luckless sort. In

attempting to question the vampire hostess of an upscale house of ill repute he makes a serious

enemy of what could best be described as an old bat. One of his information sources then turns up

dead the same way as the first couple. A demon nearly turns him and his date into pudding and a

giant scorpion attempts to take out Detective Murphy and Dresden with one swipe of a very deadly

tail. And, without fail, Harry is pestered at every step by an obnoxious representative of the White

Council.

"Storm Front" by Jim Butcher is the first book in a promising new series that already has me

hooked. Butcher has come up with a fun and entertaining idea, and has crafted likable characters

that readers can root for. Harry Dresden is a wonderful creation and I look forward to many more

adventures with him."Storm Front" introduces Harry Dresden, the only wizard in the Chicago phone

book, who is currently having trouble making ends meet. You'd think that being the only "out" wizard

in the country would mean Harry was in demand, but unfortunately, people in the 21st century would

rather pretend those unsettling things that science can't explain aren't really there. Then Harry gets

what he believes to be a stroke of luck - a woman whose husband has disappeared wants to hire

Harry to find him AND his friend Lieutenant Karrin Murphy with Special Investigations in the Chicago

PD calls Harry in to consult on a murder case. Two paying jobs in one day has Harry thinking that

things are looking up, but in truth, Harry's trouble is only just beginning.The murder scene Murphy

shows to Harry has him feeling distinctly nervous. Someone very powerful has used Black Magic to

murder two people in a violent and horrifying way, and the only way Harry can help Murphy is to

figure out the spell the killer used. Not a good idea when Harry is already under the Doom of

Damocles, a kind of magic probation, from the all-powerful White Council, whose job it is to ensure



that those who abuse magic are dealt with swiftly and permanently. Morgan, the White Council

representative monitoring Harry, would just love to nail him for messing with Black Magic.And

Morgan and the White Council aren't Harry's only problem.
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